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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mainstream Campaign

Overall Reaction To The Television Campaign Is Mixed Among Teen Participants
It was widely recognized by the teens in the groups that this campaign is targeted at teens. In this
respect, they expect to see it aired on Much Music, and perhaps programs that are on later at night.
The television programs mentioned most frequently by Quebec participants were Musique Plus, TV
en Vrac and Virginie, all ofwhich air in the aftemoon and early evening.
Sorne question why the campaign is targeted only at teens, when they view second-hand smoke as
something which.affects everyone. A few teens resented the implication that teens need to have the
issue 'dumbed down' before they can understand it. A few others were annoyed at Health Canada
attempting to imitate their manner of speaking.

The Sexual Focus Of The Television Campaign Is Perceived To Have Shock Value
There is recognition that the campaign has sorne shock value in terms of its ability to get attention.
However, there is also criticism that the shock value is in the approach, and not the message. Teens
do not deny that the campaign would catch their attention simply because of the focus on sex.
However, they also feel the message about the dangers of second-hand smoke is not strongly enough
communicated, particularly in the Sofa and Dance executions.

Some Aspects Of The Television Campaign Frustrate Teen Participants
Several things frustrated the teens. First, the campaign introduces the acronyrn 'SSDs'. Most of the
teens interviewed assumed that this is an existing phrase, but one they do not know. They do not
understand it, and wonder what the specifie diseases are. They feel the campaign simply introduces
the concept, then 'leaves the viewer hanging', but it leaves them hanging without any interest in
seeking more information on their own (virtually no one said they would phone the number or visit
the website and most said that it is highly unlikely that they will ever speak to friends about the ads
in particular or SSDs in general.)
They suggested they would like to see sorne mention of the specifie diseases within the campaign.
This was a particularly sore point among French-speaking participants, with over half not grasping
what possible link there can be between "MCFs" (maladies causées par la fumée secondaire) and
"MTSs" (maladies transmises sexuellement) since both the aeronyrns and the diseases are quite
different.
Secondly, the campaign implies that teens do not prote ct themselves from SSDs, yet it gives them no
suggestions on how to do so. Moreover, the fact that the (apparent) non-smokers in the commercials
do not show any reaction to the smoke around them tends to imply that there is no way to protect
oneself. Sorne take this even further and suggest that the lack ofreaction suggests that second-hand
smoke is not as serious as they thought it was.
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